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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In this world of rapid technological advancement and tremendous data growth, IT organizations are challenged 
to bring agility and flexibility to their infrastructure deployments without compromising availability guarantees 
and SLAs. Organizations are looking for solutions that help them deploy infrastructure in a predictable, scalable 
and granular fashion, enabling better acquisition and operational economics. 

As organizations look for opportunities for simplification, scalability and cost reduction in their virtualized infra-
structures, the vendor community has responded with converged infrastructures that relieve them of the burdens 
of design and integration. Nutanix has established itself as one of the visionary leaders in converged infrastructure, 
providing a scalable architecture that integrates the compute (server) tier and storage tier into a single platform. 
Their converged, 2U appliance holds up to four nodes, and scales quickly and easily with the addition of nodes or 
appliances.

Nutanix takes a software-defined approach to IT infrastructure for virtualization, bringing Web-scale technologies—
similar to those used by data-driven companies such as Google and Facebook—to enterprise environments. 
Using the patented Nutanix® Distributed Storage Fabric as the underlying foundation for storage, IT organiza-
tions can support any type of virtualized workload with high performance, and at massive scale, without any 
of the complexity of legacy storage. It is one platform for all virtualization workloads ranging from desktops to 
enterprise applications to big data deployments. 

By delivering Web-scale technologies to enterprises, Nutanix provides the following benefits to IT organizations:

•	 Predictable scalability: Deployments built on Nutanix can start small and scale linearly as needs change. This 
enables organizations to adopt a pay-as-you-go model for their data center infrastructure.

•	 Increased availability: With features such as built-in tunable resiliency, availability domains, and non-disruptive 
scalability and upgrades, critical workloads and valuable data are always available. 

•	 Lower TCO: Nutanix reduces both capital and operational expenses with an easy-to-manage, Web-scale 
converged solution with ROI typically measured in months. 

Nutanix provides a consolidated and agile workload facility with an innovative virtualized storage abstraction. 
Sirius also integrates the solution through Commvault® V11 software, offering full protection for those work-
loads as fundamental infrastructural components. V11 provides not just the most advanced system for virtualized 
workload protection, but also data management and information insight to further enable progressive resource 
optimization.

Commvault V11 offers a fresh approach to data management that complements converged infrastructure mod-
els and is optimized for the new challenges of the virtualized and cloud-enabled data centers. Commvault’s ap-
proach helps reduce both cost and risk by eliminating the need for multiple point-solutions that require complex 
integration, delivering a fully integrated solution across the physical, virtual (VMware® vSphere®, Microsoft® 
Hyper-V®, and Nutanix Acropolis HyperVisor), and cloud-based components of the modern data center. A scal-
able and adaptable approach enables users to store, relate, classify and search for all data across the enterprise. 
This results in IT that is more efficient in operations, disaster recovery, litigation, and compliance initiatives. 
Commvault has been positioned in the “Leaders” quadrant in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Disk-Based 
Backup/Recovery reports and listed as “Best in Class” by DCIG for Virtual Server Backup Software. 

Commvault V11 software is built from the ground up on a single platform and unified code base for integrated 
data and information management. All functions share the same DNA and back-end technologies to deliver the 
unparalleled advantages and benefits of a truly holistic approach to protecting, managing and accessing data. 
Commvault V11 software is application-, operating system-, virtual platform- and disk-aware, to efficiently 
generate copies that are highly available for rapid recovery through the use of integrated, array-based snapshot 
and replication technologies. Retention copies are efficiently deduplicated and moved to appropriate tiers of 
disk, tape or cloud storage. Data can be seamlessly retrieved from any tier for multiple uses, including disaster 
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recovery, data mining, legal discovery, compliance or regulatory requirements. The convergence of these key 
technologies that integrate and span the entire data center and the various tiers of data make up a truly unique 
and modern approach to data management. 

Commvault V11 software not only addresses the data protection and information management challenges 
arising from limitations in legacy data center environments, but more importantly, accelerates the shift into 
virtualized and cloud-enabled data centers. With V11 software, businesses can start to realize tangible benefits 
from day one of deployment, as they transition from traditional environments to the modern data center. For 
example, by using new techniques that access data once and then reuse it for multiple protection operations, 
enterprises can bypass many of the pitfalls that arise from trying to force-fit legacy techniques or point solutions. 
With Commvault V11 software you can:

• Securely and easily protect very large VMware environments with thousands of virtual machines.

• Automate discovery and protection of new virtual machines for guaranteed protection with minimal adminis-
trator intervention.

• Rapidly create and efficiently move secondary copies of data for retention and disaster recovery using embedded 
source-side deduplication.

• Create 100% application consistent protection copies.

• Use granular protection to provide restores at the VM, volume, and file or application object level.

• Manage virtual machine life cycles and reduce VM sprawl.

• Duplicate backup data to the cloud and potentially eliminate the need for tape.

• Restore those backups in the cloud as an alternate DR strategy that avoids the cost of expensive hardware 
that may never be used.

With Nutanix providing your virtualization infrastructure, and Commvault providing a data management and 
protection solution, you have a hypervisor-agnostic, scalable and high-performance solution to deploy your most 
challenging workloads.

Recently, Sirius was engaged to demonstrate data and cloud management in a VMware 5.5 environment with 
Commvault V11 running on a Nutanix infrastructure. 

The Nutanix solution is elegant in how it exposes storage to VMware ESXi™ as an NFS datastore, thus preserving 
all existing workflows for the virtualization admin. These projects confirmed Nutanix compatibility as “just 
another hardware platform” from a VMware ESX® perspective. We were able to capitalize on the VMware VAAI 
and VADP interfaces for backup and recovery. In this paper, we will document our various tests of the backup 
options available through Commvault and VMware.

This paper is not intended to detail a complete best practice for a Commvault installation, as there are many 
appropriate options that will be dictated by individual environmental and data requirements around retention, 
replicas, frequency, throughput, restore, and other custom requirements. We will highlight assumptions that 
we made and specific recommendations that apply to the Nutanix environment. We used a very simple set of 
Commvault policies that created weekly full—and daily incremental—backups. Commvault and Nutanix both 
have the ability to exploit AWS and Azure as cloud service providers, and both service providers can support 
the DR scenario. We opted to use AWS for this initial demonstration but there is no reason that Azure would not 
work equally well.
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IMPLEMENTATION BEST PRACTICES

For the Nutanix implementation, we followed the best practices recommended in two documents:

• The Foundation Field Installation Guide

• The Nutanix Setup Guide

For the Commvault implementation, we followed Sirius best practices, which are based on internal documentation 
and Commvault setup guides and release notes.

Nutanix converged infrastructure is a combined compute and storage resource that lets the client choose their 
network infrastructure. In addition, Nutanix installation does not require any complex networking customizations, 
as it can easily plug in to the existing network infrastructure without a need to redesign the client’s networks. In our 
case, we utilized our lab’s separate VLAN that contained our entire test infrastructure.
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Each Nutanix node was configured with a pair of 10-gigabit Ethernet (10 GbE) network interfaces. Although 
vSphere distributed switch is not required, it provides better traffic management capabilities. It is important to 
follow Nutanix’s guide on how to migrate to dvSwitch from standard vSwitch, as doing it incorrectly may break 
the cluster causing the CVMs to stop communicating. Load balancing is based on Physical NIC load, a policy only 
available as part of dvSwitch. This policy chooses uplink based on the physical network adapter load, triggering at 
75% utilization over 30-second intervals. As seen in the screenshots, VM and Management Network port groups 
utilize vNIC2 as primary NIC with vNIC3 as a secondary, and Nutanix CVM port group utilizes vNIC3 as primary 
interface with vNIC2 as standby. To utilize all network interfaces in the Nutanix node, additional dvSwitch can be 
created with 1 GbE interfaces as uplinks. In this case, a separate network will be utilized for backup traffic, which 
does not interfere with the VM network or Nutanix CVMs.

From a data management perspective, we have installed Commvault V11 SP2. We have installed a virtual 
Commvault CommServe server. All of the agent installations—including the Media Agents, the VSA and the iData 
agents—were pushed from the CommServe server software cache. We have also established an account with 
Amazon Web Services (AWS). We have established an S3 bucket as a target for Commvault DASH (Deduplication 
Accelerate Streaming Hash) copies. We have also established a single EC2 instance for a media agent. There is 
limited bandwidth from our demo center, so we installed the Media Agent by directly downloading the V11 code 
from the Commvault site rather than pushing from the primary CommServe. Since we intend to keep the demon-
stration operational for a period of time, we made some decisions to limit the ongoing service costs. For example, 
we opted not to put an HA CommServe in AWS for purposes of the demonstration, but best practices would 
clearly dictate that for a true DR scenario we would want to have a CommServe at AWS for the restore process. 
We are also shutting down the Media Agent when no demonstrations are being performed. We will restart the 
AWS Media Agent the day before a demonstration to get the environment back in sync.
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Snapshot Scenario

We will first describe the Snapshot scenario. We opted to maintain all of the local backup data on the Nutanix 
cluster and not to have an external Media Agent. We felt that this was appropriate since a secondary DASH copy 
would be maintained in the cloud. In a production environment, best practices would dictate a separate Media 
Agent such that the backup data is maintained on separate local media.

We see a number of potential benefits to this backup option for specific workloads:

• For applications that are very sensitive to timeouts, this provides a hardware-based snapshot that will support 
very small timeout requirements as opposed to purely software-based backups.

• Nutanix snapshots could represent the primary local backup while Commvault could manage additional 
backup copies offsite. This could significantly reduce the amount of local disk required.

• Hardware-based snapshots can also dramatically shrink the backup window.

Our first realization during this process is that the snapshots are being initiated through ESX and therefore are 
at the Nutanix container level. This is a slight departure from the VM-level granularity that can be provided by 
direct Nutanix-initiated snapshots. As a result, we created a Nutanix container and moved only the file server 
into that container, whereas in production environments, it will be necessary to group VMs with common backup 
policies into the same Nutanix containers. This was the only change required in the Nutanix setup. The rest of the 
configuration was in Commvault. The detailed steps that we followed are documented in the Commvault document, 
IntelliSnap Technology Quick Start Guide – Nutanix xTreme Compute Platform VMware by Roy Child and Jonathan 
Howard.
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The snapshots are then initiated directly from Commvault based on the defined storage policies. For purposes of 
the demo, we initiated the snapshots directly from the Commvault console on the CommServe.

The following screenshot shows the “Intellisnap_Nutanix” subclient as one of the options for VM backups. We 
then right-clicked on “Intellisnap_Nutanix” to generate the pull-down menu. We then chose Backup to initiate 
the snapshot process.
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The following screenshot presents the Nutanix Prism screen that shows the actual Nutanix snapshots that were 
generated through Commvault IntelliSnap.

Backup to Cloud

The purpose of this scenario was to explore the ability to use the cloud for a tertiary copy of the backup data. 
This could represent a replacement for physical tape. For this scenario we are assuming a complete elimination of 
physical tape and are assuming that all local backup copies reside on disk. In a production environment, it is very 
likely that a phased solution would be employed where some data might remain on tape. We see a number of 
potential benefits for this technology:

• Elimination of tape

 - Eliminates the cost of tape handling, reducing operations cost and eliminating the cost of tape storage.

 - Should improve data reliability by:

• Eliminating tape cartridge errors and uses disk, which is constantly monitored for hardware failures.

• Eliminating the need to maintain support for old tape media.

 - Eliminates the cost of acquiring tape cartridge.

 - Eliminates the cost of acquiring and maintaining tape libraries and tape drives.

• Benefits of local disk repository for backup data.

• Access to backup data without shipping tapes or having access to specific tape drives.

• Additional D/R opportunities.
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Recovery in the Cloud

The purpose of this scenario was to explore the ability to use the cloud for recovery of a virtual environment. A 
common challenge in the industry is that it is hard to justify the cost of maintaining DR hardware when the DR 
environment is most likely never used. In this scenario there is no cost to maintain the target servers and as-
sociated storage. It is worth noting that there are multiple tiers of storage in the cloud. The top tier is used by 
the working VMs and must have high performance characteristics to support active workloads. In AWS this is 
provided by EC2, which is the most expensive tier. The next tiers are generally for lower-use storage with much 
lower performance requirements. These tiers of storage typically have a much lower price point than the top-tier 
storage. In AWS terms, these lower tiers are provided with S3 and Glacier. All of the backup data will go to S3 and 
ultimately migrate down to Glacier. The cost in the cloud is for the backup storage and the maintenance ma-
chines; the DR environment incurs cost when the VMs are restored in the cloud.

In this example we are backing up a VM running in a VMware environment and restoring it into AWS EC2. The 
data was copied into AWS through DASH copies as part of the “Backup to the Cloud” scenario. Commvault then 
manages the conversion between the virtualized environments of VMware ESX and AWS EC2. It is worth noting 
that Commvault will support sources including ESX, Hyper-V and physical boxes. Commvault will also support 
both AWS and Azure as cloud targets.

In setting up the environment for disaster recovery we needed to include a MediaAgent in AWS. This MediaA-
gent is required for disaster recovery so in this scenario the backup process would also flow through the Medi-
aAgent. This is slightly different that the previous scenario where backup to the cloud was the only goal and no 
MediaAgent was required in the cloud.

We could have chosen to write directly to the cloud library from the local MediaAgent, but opted to use the 
MediaAgent in the cloud as we would need it for the recovery process. This is one of the areas where there will 
be configuration options in a production environment. It would be possible to avoid the ongoing expense of the 
Cloud MediaAgent to absolutely minimize cost; in this case, the MediaAgent would have to be built at the time of 
recovery. Due to the self-defined nature of Commvault backup, data recoveries could then be initiated, but this 
would add complexity and time to the recovery process.
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For purposes of the demonstration we have not set up a dedicated network, but have taken advantage of a facility 
in Commvault to enable communication between AWS and our demo facility. Please see Appendix A for detail of 
the implementation.

We see a number of potential benefits for this technology:

• Assuming that the data is already being backed up to the cloud, there is very little additional cost to make this 
facility available:

 - Cost on MediaAgent(s) in the cloud

 - Cost of CommServe in the cloud

 - No additional Commvault license

• Recovery can address both virtualization and physical instances.

• Recovery in the cloud provides a great deal of flexibility. Since the cloud is generally accessible via the Inter-
net, there are very few limitations on where the recovery personnel must reside as long as workers can obtain 
network access.

• Since the recovery data is already resident in the cloud there is no physical requirement to recall and ship tapes 
or recovery media.

• Testing is very flexible in that no formal schedule is required to gain access to target resources. It is worth not-
ing that there will be a cost whenever actual instances are started in the cloud.

We also see limitations for this technology:

• The source of the recovery is backup data. This means that the RTO and RPO will correspond to a restoration 
from backup data.

 - Assuming that backups are taken daily, the RPO would be in excess of 24 hours. This may not be acceptable 
for many workloads.

 - It will take hours for a recovery given that data must be restored and converted. An RTO of hours may also 
not be acceptable for all workloads even in a disaster.

 - Applications that have smaller RTO and RPO requirements can still be addressed in the cloud, but would 
require some sort of replication. Sirius also has experience with these options, which will be significantly 
more expensive and are not being addressed in this paper.

 - There is a significant recovery time for an individual virtual machine. The VM must be restored to EC2 
from S3 storage, and then the VM must be converted from VMware to operate in Amazon EC2. In test-
ing, multiple VMs can be recovered in parallel reducing the overall restoration time. This means that the 
MediaAgent performing the recovery must have sufficient disk space for the restore and conversion of all of 
the VMs being restored in parallel. This storage could be allocated on a temporary basis during the restore 
process to reduce costs.

• There will be costs accrued whenever systems are spun up in the cloud for either testing or the actual declaration 
of a disaster.

• There will be the cost and complexity of establishing a virtual network in the cloud to support the DR environ-
ment and ensure availability to workers or customers in the event of a disaster. Again, Sirius has expertise in 
creating this.
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Content Search

The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate the capability of searching the content of the entire ContentStore. 
One of the unique benefits of the Commvault implementation is that all backup data is indexed within the 
content store, including data that was backed up via snapshots as well as data that was transferred across the 
network to a MediaAgent. This provides a single repository where all of the enterprise data is located and can be 
referenced. This is very complementary with the HyperConverged architecture where all of the infrastructure is 
housed in a single appliance.

For purposes of this demonstration, we wanted to capture both unstructured data from a Windows File Server 
and email from an Exchange 2013 server.
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We backed up the Windows File Server as a virtual machine using the Commvault Virtual Storage Agent (VSA), 
which required no software to be installed on the clients being backed up. This backup process takes advantage of 
the VMware vSphere Storage APIs for Array Integration (VAAI) and vStorage APIs for Data Protection (VADP).

The VSA was installed on the Windows Server, and was pushed out directly from the CommServe. There was no 
requirement to sign onto the VSA. We then established policies for full and incremental backups directed to the 
MediaAgent. The data is backed up through a process that takes a VMware snapshot, allows the VSA to directly 
access the consistent virtual disk across NFS, and then backs that data up to the MediaAgent. In this instance, all 
of the deduplication processing was done at the MediaAgent. Subsequent backups were able to exploit Change 
Block Tracking such that only physical block changes needed to be captured and sent across the backup network. 
Change Block Tracking is enabled by Commvault by default.

Exchange was backed up using the Exchange Data Agent, and then indexed utilizing the content indexing and 
search engine.
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of this effort was to demonstrate the synergy between Nutanix as a virtualization platform for 
VMware, Commvault as a data management tool, and AWS as a remote repository and DR platform. We found 
that the Nutanix platform performed as expected, and VMware operated as it would on any other platform. As a 
result, Commvault was able to provide the expected advanced features for VMware-based virtual machines ex-
ploiting the VADP interfaces. In addition, Commvault was able to interface with Nutanix as an external disk array 
and manage hardware-based snapshots.

We also validated the use of the cloud as a repository for offsite backups and as a DR target. In our example we 
used AWS as the cloud provider.

Our final scenario was to demonstrate the compliance capabilities of the environment. We backed up both un-
structured file systems and semi-structured email using standard Commvault tools. We were then able to index 
all of the data including the content of files, email and email attachments, and to search for specific character 
strings and identify files, emails and attachments that contained that data. We could then export that entire set 
of content for “Legal Hold.” This entire scenario was contained within the Nutanix infrastructure.

We successfully implemented all of the target scenarios using generally available products. The combination of 
these tools provides a unique value proposition by combining powerful, easy-to-manage infrastructure with data 
management and the virtual flexibility of the cloud.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Implementing MediaAgent in Cloud

Login to your AWS EC2 dashboard and then choose Launch Instance. 

Then choose Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Base
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For a small MediaAgent we chose a c4.2xlarge as suggested in the CommVault Public Cloud Architecture Guide. 
Then click on Next:	Configure	Instance	Details to configure the virtual machine to meet your requirements.

Add an inbound rule to the security group you are utilizing. This rule will be to allow inbound traffic from the 
CommServe utilizing the standard tcp ports of 8400 - 8403.

Since we could not open ports in our firewall for traffic back from the MediaAgent, we performed the following 
steps for a local install behind a firewall. Not every screen of the install is shown; some experience with 
Commvault is expected.

Download the Commvault installer code from your Maintenance Advantage portal directly from your virtual 
machine in AWS EC2.
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Execute the downloaded 
installer. Once the setup 
starts, accept the License 
Agreement and click the 
forward arrow.

Select Install packages on 
this computer and click the 
forward arrow.

Select the MediaAgent 
Package to install and click 
the forward arrow.

Choose where to install the 
MediaAgent code and click 
the forward arrow.
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You will be displayed a sum-
mary of your selections. 
If the summary is correct, 
click the forward arrow to 
proceed.

Since we could not open 
ports in our local firewall, we 
had to configure the firewall 
services for the MediaAgent. 
To do so, check the box for 
Configure	firewall	services 
and choose the option for 
CommServe can open 
connection toward this 
machine. Click the forward 
arrow to continue.

Enter the external IP address 
for the Host Name of the 
MediaAgent, and click the 
forward arrow to continue.

Enter the CommServe Client 
Name.
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For our setup we chose to use 
the default port of 8403, and 
clicked the forward arrow to 
proceed.

If you have a locked-down 
CommCell, enter the tem-
porary certificate here. We 
are using an open registra-
tion CommCell so we did not 
have to provide a certificate 
and just clicked the forward 
arrow.

At this point you will be 
presented with the Firewall 
Daemon screen that is wait-
ing for communications from 
the CommServe to proceed.

Go to your CommServe 
Console. Right-click on 
Client Computers, click 
New Client, click File 
System, click Windows.
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Enter the Client Name and 
Host Name of the client ma-
chine you entered in the steps 
above. We used the external IP 
address of our AWS EC2 media 
agent for our hostname. Click 
Next.

If the Summary window is 
correct, click Finish to create 
the new client.

Right-click the newly created client 
and click Properties.

Click on the Network 
button at the bottom of 
the Properties screen.
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Select Advanced under 
Configure Firewall Settings 
on the Firewall Configuration 
tab.

Click OK to the Warning 
that appears.

Click Add to add rules to 
allow restricted access from 
the CommServe and local 
MediaAgents.
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Check to make sure your 
Incoming Ports are set to 
tunnel over the port chosen 
during the install above. 
We chose 8403 for our 
installation.
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Click the Outgoing Routes 
tab. Click Add to add 
routes for the CommServe 
and local MediaAgents

On the Route settings 
screen, select Force all 
data (along with control) 
traffic	into	the	tunnel for 
both the CommServe and 
MediaAgent routes.
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Right-click the CommServe 
client computer and click 
Properties.

Click the Network button 
to configure the firewall 
settings for CommServe.

Click Add to add a blocked 
Connection for the newly 
created MediaAgent in 
AWS EC2.
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Click the Outgoing 
Routes tab.

Click Add to add a route 
for the AWS EC2 MediaA-
gent and select Force all 
data (along with control) 
traffic	into	the	tunnel.

Click Continue on the 
Warning screen that 
appears.

Click OK to the confirma-
tion screen once the rules 
have been pushed.

Right-click the top-level 
CommCell, click All Tasks, 
click Push	Firewall	Configu-
ration.
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If you return to your AWS 
EC2 virtual machine, the 
install screen should have 
proceeded to the Additional 
Configuration screen. Fill in 
any information here that 
is required for your environ-
ment. We left everything on 
the defaults of Not Selected. 
Click the forward arrow.

At this point the install is complete and the MediaAgent should appear in the CommServe Console after a refresh. 
In order to complete the install of the media agent, a reboot may be required.

In order for CommVault to perform a conversion from VMware to AWS it must first restore the virtual machine 
to the Job Results folder of the media agent. Therefore, you will need to change your Job Results directory to a 
location that has sufficient space for a full VM restore.

To change the Job Results 
folder, right-click on the 
MediaAgent from the 
Client Computers list and 
click Properties.
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Click on the Job 
Configuration tab.

Click Browse under the 
Job Results Directory 
field.

Choose the new 
location for the Job 
Results Directory 
and click OK.
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Finally, click OK 
on the Properties 
screen.
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Appendix	2:	Detailed	Description	of	the	Configuration

We will first describe the representative environment that we are backing up and restoring. We have installed 
a four-node Nutanix cluster consisting of Nutanix 1050 nodes. We are using Nutanix AOS (Acropolis Operating 
System) 4.5.2. We have installed the following application environments to recover:

• A Microsoft® SQL Server® 2012 instance populated with four 200-MB databases

• A Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 instance populated with mailboxes created with Microsoft Load Generator 
2013

• A Windows Server® 2012 file server instance with user shares populated with a number of large files (DVD ISOs) 
used during the installation process

• Windows® 7 desktops

The following table contains the software releases used in the project:

Name Version Comments

Nutanix: 

Nutanix AOS 4.5.2  

VMware ESXi 5.5.0  

Commvault: 

Commvault V11 SP2 All CommVault components listed were at V11 sp2

CommServe

MediaAgents

iData Agents (IDA)

Virtual Server Agent (VSA)

Backup Environment: 

Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard Same build used for all servers including for Commvault. 
Includes the following Windows components needed on 
the CommServe and MediaAgents: 
•  IIS7 
•  .NET 3.5

Windows 7 Desktop SP1

Microsoft SQL Server 2012 R2

Microsoft Exchange Server 2013
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The following table details all of the virtual machines used in the environment, along with the CPU and memory 
allocations:

Virtual  
Machine

Configured	
vCPU

Configured	
CPU

Configured	
Memory

Total 
Virtual 

Disk	Space	
Configured

Total	Disk	
Space Used

Comments

pdxcommserve 4 vCPUs 8 GHz 12 GB 100 GB 32 GB CommServe VM

pdxma 4 vCPUs 8 GHz 24 GB 640 GB 468 GB Virtual Media 
Agent and  
Virtual Storage 
Agent (VSA)

pdxcommsearch 2 vCPUs 4 GHz 12 GB 250 GB 19 GB Indexing engine 
for search

Desktop 1 1 vCPUs 2 GHz 2 GB 50 GB 27 GB Windows 7

Desktop 2 1 vCPUs 2 GHz 2 GB 50 GB 26 GB Windows 7

pdxntnx1450a.
tec.sirius

8 vCPUs 16 GHz 16 GB - 0.12 GB Nutanix CVM

pdxntnx1450b.
tec.sirius

8 vCPUs 16 GHz 16 GB - 0.12 GB Nutanix CVM

pdxntnx1450c.
tec.sirius

8 vCPUs 16 GHz 16 GB - 0.12 GB Nutanix CVM

pdxntnx1450d.
tec.sirius

8 vCPUs 16 GHz 16 GB - 0.12 GB Nutanix CVM

pdxex01 4 vCPUs 8 GHz 16 GB 200 GB 60 GB Exchange Server

pdxfs01 1 vCPUs 2 GHz 4 GB 140 GB 53 GB File Server

pdxsql01 1 vCPUs 2 GHz 4 GB 40 GB 37 GB SQL Server
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